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Answer:
Explanation:
Navigate to Organization Administration &gt; Organizations &gt;
Organization Hierarchies.
Select the Centralized Payments organization hierarchy.
Click Edit &gt; Insert.
Add the Contoso Consulting FR legal entity.
Save and Publish the hierarchy.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option B
B. Option D

C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your client originally used Quick Setup to configure Cost
Accounting However, after reviewing their costing policies,
they realize that they want to cost some of their
lotsdifferently then others What must they do to accomplish
this?
A. Quick Setup generates one valuation unit so they can access
this to make changes and manually create new valuation units.
B. Quick Setup generates valuation units so they just have to
access those valuation units and make their changes.
C. They must create their valuation units manually.
D. They cannot change their current configuration; data
generated by Quick Setup cannot be changed.
Answer: A
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